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Following previous formulations of a model of qualitative analysis of twin population 
data independent of zygosity, a new Bayesian approach has been developed. The present 
model can be applied to any qualitative genetic trait in twin population data, provided no 
specific source of variation be introduced by the twin condition, and allows not only 
estimation of the frequencies of mono- and dizygosity as well as the gene frequencies, 
but also verification of the trait's mode of inheritance. 
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One possible approach in twin research consists in the qualitative analysis of twin data 
drawn from vital statistics or public health registers, for which zygosity is usually not 
available. However, zygosity determination is required by most methods of concordance 
analysis. Following critical revisions of the classic model introduced, among others, by 
Allen in 1955 [1] and Stern in 1958 [10], a more general model of concordance analysis 
has just been developed by Allen and Hrubec [2]. 

The assessment of zygosity is relatively expensive for any twin sample and is practically 
impossible to perform at the population level. For these reasons, as early as 1962, we 
started to develop a model of analysis of twin data independent of zygosity — ie, the Twin 
Azygotic Test. 

In the first formulation, 17 years ago [3], the test assumed, for the trait under study, 
complete penetrance and independent manifestation in dizygotic cotwins. Based on the 
frequencies of pair concordance or discordance, the frequencies of monozygosity and di
zygosity could be derived, as well as the frequency of the trait under study. 

In the second formulation, presented at the Third International Congress of Human 
Genetics in Chicago in 1966 [4], the assumption of complete penetrance was eliminated 
and the model allowed to calculate, along with the frequencies of mono- and dizygosity, 
the frequency of the trait and its penetrance. A somewhat similar model was then pro
posed by Selvin in 1971 [9]. 
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In the third formulation, presented at the Second International Congress on Twin 
Studies in Washington in 1977 [5], the assumption of independence of manifestation of 
the trait in dizygotic cotwins was also overcome. The Bayesian approach developed by 
one of us (C.R.) allowed estimation of the frequencies of mono- and dizygosity as well as 
the frequencies of the gene(s) responsible for the given trait. The limit of this model con
sisted in the nonexplicit form of its solutions. 

We are now presenting a new development of our model that can be applied to twin 
population data, provided no specific source of variation be introduced by the twin con
dition, and to any qualitative genetic trait, allowing 1) estimation of the frequencies of 
mono- and dizygosity, 2) estimation of the frequencies of the gene(s) responsible for the 
given trait, and 3) verification of the trait's mode of inheritance. As an example, the 
model here considers the simple case of an autosomal diallelic trait in the absence of 
dominance. 

The present note is aimed at simply describing the mathematical model. The latter is, 
however, already being applied to an analysis of congenital diseases based on data drawn 
from Italian vital statistics. The results of this, and possibly other practical applications 
of our model, will be the subject of further notes. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Consider the Poisson process of twin births. Calling X the velocity of the process, we ob
tain the following probability distribution for the number of twin births in a time period t: 

Ph(0 = e - ^ ^ , h = 0 , l , 2 , . . . (1) 

Consider now an autosomal diallelic trait determined, in the absence of dominance, by 
two alleles, at and a2, with frequencies p and q. Calling x, y, and z the phenotypes corre
sponding to the three genotypes, a ^ , a,a2, and a2a2, respectively, and assuming that the 
twin condition introduces no further factor of variability, the following probability dis
tribution of phenotypes in a twin population is obtained: 

fxx = mp2 + 1/4 dp2(l + p)2 fxy = dp2q(l + P) 
fyy = 2mpq + dpq( 1 + pq) fxz = 1 /2 dp2q2 (2) 
fzz = mq2 + 1/4 dq2(l + q)2 fyz = dpq2(l + q) 

where m is the conditional probability that a twin pair is monozygotic and d = 1 — m the 
probability that it is dizygotic. 

We can now consider the following six conditionally independent components of the 
Poisson process of twin births given by the Poisson processes with velocities: 

(3) 

So, we must solve an inferential problem related to the estimation of parameters p, m, X, 
given a realization of the six Poisson processes. 

We can denote by a the random vector a ^ (axx, ayy, azz, axy, axz, ayz), the 
components of which are the observed absolute frequencies of twin pairs xx, yy, zz, xy, 

^xx At xx 

yy yy 

^zz = M"zz 

^•xy 

^xz 

\ z 

= Xfxy 
= Xfxz 

= Xfyz 
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xz, and yz, respectively. If we introduce the a priori probability density of parameters p, 
m, X, which can be considered independent random variables: 

0P,m,x(p>m,X)= 0i(p)02(m)03(X) (4) 

we can calculate the a posteriori probability density of the parameters, given a realization 
of vector a, during a given time unit: 

</>p,m,x(P>m.M a = h) = 0P i m A(p,m,X| axx = h1 ,ay y =h2 ,a z z =h3 , 
axy = h 4 , axz = h5, ayz = h6) (5) 

= k iP(axx = h j , ayy = h2, azz = h 3, axy = h4, 
axz = h5, ayz = h6 | p,m,X) 01(p)02(m)03(X) 

where 

ki = [Oo'-'i.1 P<^a"x = h!, ayy = h2, azz = h3, axy = h4, axz = h5, ayz = h6 | p,m, X) 
0i(p) 02(m) <p3 (X)dpdmdX]"' 

Let us now explicate Eq. 5 in the following particular case: 

<Mp) = 1 ( 0 < P < 1 ) 
02 (m) = 1 (0 < m < 1) (6) 
(j>3 (X) =k 2 X a e- ( 3 HO<^<+°°) 

where k2 = (J0
+",Xae-^Mxr1 

Replacing Eq. 6 in Eq. 5, for the conditional independence of the components of vector a. 
we obtain: 

-(l+<3)\xa+£f=,hi , , , , , , , 

0p,mA(p,m,X I a = h) = klk2 h .^ iha i^ lh^! M ^ W ) (7) 

which can be written as follows: 

0p,m,x(p,m,X I a = h) = k3gK(K I a = h)fp>m(p, m | a = h) (7') 

It follows that the random vector (p, m) is also a posteriori independent of X, while param
eters p and m are no longer independent conditionally to a. 

Generally, we are interested in estimating p and m, while X can be considered a dis
turbance parameter. So we can calculate the marginal joint density of vector (p,m): 

0p,m(P>m | a = h) = k3fp m(p,m | a = h) J"0
+°°g(X I a = h)dX = k4fp,m(p,m | a = h) (8) 

where k4= f/'/'fomCP'1111 a = h)dpdm]_1 and 
0 0 F ' 

fp>m(p, m | a = h) = [mp2 + idp2(l + p | § h . • [2mpq + dpq(l + pq)] h* (9) 

• [mq2 + i d q 2 ( l + eg}* ' • [dp2q(l + p)]h< • [UV\2]K • [dpq2(l + q)]h* 
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which is a polynomial P(p, m) of degree d = 5 2 ; = 1 hj. The calculation of the integral, 
which gives k4, is now trivial. 

We have thus obtained every possible information on vector (p,m) conditionally to a 
and, if we want, we can obtain point estimations for parameters p and m. Let us consider 
the marginal densities of p and m: 

0i(p | a = h) = k4 JT1 fp,m(p, m | a = h)dm 

02(m | a = h) = k4/o' fp,m(p,m | a = h)dp 

Following Lindley [6,7], we obtain the following point estimations: 

P = /o'p0i(P la = h)dp 

m = /'m02(m I a = h)dm 

Alternatively, following O'Hagan [8], we can consider the point estimations given by the 
joint or marginal modes of the posterior joint or marginal densities. This way of calculat
ing point estimations for p and m is equivalent to the classic maximum likelihood estima
tion, since we have uniform a priori densities for p and m, and X is independent of p and 
m, conditionally to a = h. On the contrary, Bayesian point estimations are quite different 
from the classic ones. Consider, for instance, the following a priori distributions: 

0 i ( p ) = A l P
A ( l - p ) B ( O < p < l ) 

02(m) = A2mc(l - m ) D ( 0 < m < l ) (10) 

0a(A) = 03(A) = k3Xae-^ (0 < X < + °°) 

which is the case of beta a priori densities. 
In such a case we obtain the following a posteriori marginal joint density for vector 
(p,m): 

0 p , m (p ,m|a = h) = k4A1A2fP ; m(p,m|a = h)pA(l ~ p)Bmc(l - m)D (11) 

and, if A, B, C, D are integers, then 0p,m(p,m I a = h) is a polynomial P(p,m) of degree 
g = 5 2 j = 1 hj + A+B + C + D, every integral can be easily calculated, and we can use 
Lindley's or D'Hagan's point estimations. If A, B, C, D are not all integers, we can use 
the mode of the joint density of vector (p,m) as point estimation, which can be calculated 
by differentiating 0p,m(P>m I a = h) with respect to p and m, and then use numerical stan
dard methods to obtain the roots, or we can use numerical standard methods to approxi
mate the integrals which give Lindley's estimations. 
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